System Effects of Interprocessor Communication Latency in Multicomputers

Parallel processing applies a simple idea: A computing job can be divided into several tasks that may be executed in parallel. Over the last 10 years designers implemented this concept using distributed-memory multicomputers in a variety of forms in different applications. This experience shows that parallel processing does not reach its anticipated speed when a large number of processors are used in solving problems. The communications of common-state information among processors cause a major degradation of the performance (speed).

The literature records efforts to measure and evaluate the interprocessor communication performance on the Intel hypercube and the Ncube multicomputers. In addition, Saad and Schultz present several efficient algorithms for data communication on a hypercube multicomputer.

This article takes a wider view, studying various system effects of interprocessor performance, including communication speed, message routing, interprocessor connectivity, and message passing software/hardware protocols. Both analytical and experimental results offer a clear and comprehensive understanding of the various effects, which is important for the effective use of a distributed-memory multicomputer.

Five multicomputer architectures

In a distributed-memory multiprocessor system, or multicomputer, each processor has its own local memory, and tasks on separate processors coordinate their activities by sending messages through an interconnection network. However, many recent commercial distributed-memory systems vary in computing power, number of processors, type of processors, and network interconnection topology, as well as communication hardware and software.

The hypercube is one example of a distributed-memory, message-passing multicomputer. In a hypercube network, processors are consecutively numbered 0 through 2^n - 1. Each processor connects to all of the other processors, whose binary representation differs from its own by exactly one bit. This arrangement results in a network that is connected densely enough to support efficient communication between arbitrary processors. Another virtue of the hypercube network is its flexibility: Many other interconnection topologies, such as rings and trees, can be embedded in the hypercube. The dimension n of a hypercube with 2^n nodes determines the maximum number of hops needed to send messages between two nodes. Some system parameters of the five studied multicomputers are:
**Intel iPSC/1.** The iPSC/1, one of the first commercially available hypercubes, can support up to 128 nodes. Each node includes an 8-MHz Intel 80386 processor and 512 Kbytes of local memory. The node operating system supports message-routing asynchronous communications and multitasking within each node.

**Intel iPSC/2.** This second-generation hypercube features a 4-million-instructions-per-second Intel 80386 node processor, which is four times faster than the 286. Each node can access up to 16 Mbytes of local memory, whereas the iPSC/1 accesses 0.5 Mbytes. The NX/2 operating system supports the new message-passing protocols in the iPSC/2 besides providing a normal system environment in each node.

**Ncube/10.** This first-generation hypercube system supports up to 1,024 processors. The 32-bit, custom-chip node processor operates at a 7-MHz clock rate and contains 128 Kbytes of local memory. Since the processor includes communication channels, the number of chips per node on the Ncube is relatively low. The Axis operating system supports the transmission of messages between arbitrary nodes of the Ncube/10.

**Ametek 2010.** The Ametek 2010 multicomputer system is based on a 2D grid topology. Each node includes a 25-MHz Motorola 68020 processor and up to 8 Mbytes of local memory.

**Topology 1000.** This parallel system is a transputer-based variable topology board. The interprocessor network of this Topologix system can be reconfigured. The processor in each node of the network uses the 32-bit, 20-MHz Inmos T800 transputer and up to 16 Mbytes of local memory per processor node. The transputer's links are based upon point-to-point interprocessor communication, which eliminates bus contention when messages are transferred. Logix OS is the distributed Unix-compatible operating system supported on the Topology 1000. The Trollius operating system developed at the Cornell Theory Center forms the basis of the Logix OS.

Table 1 summarizes the five types of architectures.

**Interprocessor communication**

Communication efficiency, one of the most important factors to be considered when designing a multicomputer architecture, often becomes one of the main obstacles to increased performance of parallel algorithms on distributed systems. When a message passes between a pair of nodes in a network, it may be routed through a connected circuit in a number of hops. In addition, intermediate processors may be interrupted to store and then forward the message, or the message may be directly transferred by communication-processing data links through a connected circuit. Thus, the communication speed of the interprocessor network depends on the communication-routing protocols, processor speed, data link speed, and topology of the network.

A comparison of the various effects of different routing models, different interprocessor connections, and other factors to the performance of interprocessor communication on the five types of distributed memory architectures follows.

**Communication models.** Consider the store-and-forward mechanism used as a typical communication model for first-generation multicomputers such as the iPSC/1, Ncube/10, and Ametek/14. In this communication model, messages pass indirectly between a pair of nodes that are not directly connected via other connected nodes. Each node in the communication path temporarily stores the message in its memory. The processor on each node in that path interrupts work on a task to forward the stored message either to its neighbor or the destination node. Thus, while messages move between a pair of nodes across the network, memory bandwidth and computing cycles in the intermediate nodes are consumed.

The communication latency of this model is also very sensitive to the distance a message must be passed, or it is linearly proportional to the number of hops of the communication. We can express the communication latency of the store-and-forward model as:

\[ T_{lat} = T_{ds} H \]  

(1)

where \( T_{lat} = K/B_s \), which is the time for a message of size \( K \) (bytes) to pass through the channel of bandwidth \( B_s \) (bytes/s) in one hop. \( H \) equals the distance in the number of hops,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>iPSC/1</th>
<th>iPSC/2</th>
<th>Ncube/10</th>
<th>Ametek 2010</th>
<th>Topology 1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node CPU</td>
<td>Intel 286</td>
<td>Intel 386</td>
<td>Custom 32-bit</td>
<td>Motorola 68020</td>
<td>Inmos T800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock rate (MHz)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node operating system</td>
<td>Axis 3.0</td>
<td>N102</td>
<td>Axis 2.3</td>
<td>R Kernel</td>
<td>Logix OS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node memory (bytes)</td>
<td>512K</td>
<td>Up to 16M</td>
<td>128K</td>
<td>8M</td>
<td>Up to 16M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data rate (Mbytes/s)</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and we can view $T_{d}$ as the routing delay of each node.

Kermani and Kleinrock\(^6\) and Atlas and Seitz\(^6\) called the basic routing model used in second-generation multicomputers (for example, the iPSC/2 and Ametek 2010) wormhole routing. Instead of storing a packet completely in a node and then transmitting it to the next node, wormhole routing operates by advancing the head of a packet directly from incoming to outgoing channels. Only a few flow-control digits are buffered at each node. These digits, or bits, are the smallest units of information that a queue or channel can accept or refuse. A message consists of a sequence of bits, in which the first bit at the head of the message governs the route, and the remaining bits follow in pipeline fashion. Besides avoiding the use of storage bandwidth in the nodes through which messages are routed, wormhole routing and its flow control allow for the data message latency caused by distance in the network. Therefore, the data transfer rate becomes the limiting factor for message-passing speed.

We can express the communication latency of the wormhole model as:

$$T_{wor} = T_d H + (K/B_f)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $T_d = K_b/B_f$ is the routing delay in each node for sending the packet head in $K_b$ (bytes) to pass through the channels of bandwidth $B_f$ (bytes/s). $K/B_f$ is the time required to transmit the whole packet $K$ (bytes) continuously through the wormhole channels of bandwidth $B_f$ (bytes/s), and $H$ is the communication distance. The ratio between Equations 1 and 2 is a quantitative comparison of the two models:

$$R = \frac{T_{net}}{T_{wor}} = \left(\frac{B_f}{B_i}\right) \frac{KH}{K_d H + K}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The size of the packet head $K_d$ is trivial in comparison with the size of the whole packet $K$. For example, the packet head size in the Ametek 2010 is only 2 bytes. Therefore the ratio $R$ in Equation 3 may be expressed as:

$$R = (B_f/B_i)H$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

This equation indicates that the wormhole model reduces the communication latency up to $B_f/B_i \times H$ times over the store-and-forward model. In this case, we assumed the message size $K$ and the communication distance $H$ to be the same in both communication architectures, and the bandwidth of the second-generation multicomputer $B_f$ to be higher than the one of the first-generation $B_i$.

Even if the data bandwidth of the two models were the same, $B_f = B_i$, the communication latency would be reduced to $H$ times in the wormhole model. For example, the first-generation hypercube Intel iPSC/1 uses the store-and-forward model; its data bandwidth is 1.25 Mbytes/s. The second-generation hypercube Intel iPSC/2 uses the wormhole model; its data bandwidth is 4 Mbytes/s. If we substitute $B_i = 1.25$, $B_f = 4$, and $H = 5$ for a 32-node hypercube in Equation 4, we obtain $R = 16$. This ratio indicates that a 32-node iPSC/2 hypercube may reduce the communication latency time up to 16 times over a 32-node iPSC/1 hypercube.

**Hardware implementation.** The communication mechanisms based on the store-and-forward technique used in the Intel iPSC/1 and Ncube/10 are typical first-generation message-passing protocols on a distributed-memory multiprocessor system. The processor on each node in that path participates in handling communications, stopping other processing tasks during message-passing periods. The iPSC/1 and the Ncube/10 consume the local memory bandwidth and computing cycles in the routing nodes while accumulating a latency of several hundred microseconds per hop. Thus, the computing speed and bandwidth in each processor mainly determine the store-and-forward communication speed. The higher the clock rate of each processor, the lower the latency in communication will be, since the processor more speedily accomplishes the store-and-forward operation. The experiment's results discussed in the next section show the low efficiency of the store-and-forward techniques on the Intel iPSC/1 and Ncube/10.

We can implement the wormhole model differently on a multicomputer. The hardware structures on the iPSC/2 and Ametek 2010 are two typical implementations for the wormhole routing model on a interconnecting network.

---

**The wormhole routing model greatly reduces communication latency.**

The direct-connect router, a hardware-controlled message-passing system in the Intel iPSC/2, forms the basis of the communication system. Think of the router as a switching network. When one node wants to communicate with another, the sending node closes a series of switches and establishes the communication path. Then, messages proceed at the full hardware speed of 4 Mbytes/s. Only the sending and destination processors participate in the communication; the other processors in the routing path continue with their normal activities. Since it takes only a few microseconds per node to build the path, the additional overhead for multihop communications is insignificant. In addition, the hardware routes messages independently, and the iPSC/2 communication latency is significantly reduced over that in the iPSC/1.
The Ametek 2010 communication network is the most efficient one among the five multiprocessing architectures. The message network consists of a 2D grid of custom mesh routing chips. Message packets advance directly from one of these chips to another in a blocking variant of cut-through routing of the wormhole routing. At the 20-MHz rate, the 8-bit-wide channels yield a communication bandwidth of 20 Mbytes/s per channel. Thus, the network quickly establishes a connection circuit between two remote nodes, and the mesh routing chips transfer messages in a byte-serial fashion in one operation.

The Topology 1000 implements the store-and-forward technique differently. The communication system is tied into each transputer at a very low level. The transputer employs a hardware scheduler to schedule the communication of messages. Therefore, setting up a communication takes just a few microseconds.

On the other hand, the transputer implements synchronized message passing. Both sender and receiver must be ready before a communication can take place. This coordination occurs at the lowest level of the communication protocol and results in the absence of problems with data overruns or buffer overflows. In addition, the store operation acts the same as it does in the iPSC/1 and Ncube/10, storing the message in the local memory of the routing node. However, each processor is only responsible for initiating the forward operation. Then the DMA data link carries out the message transfer without further interruption of the processor.

The DMA data links on the Topology 1000 operate at a maximum unidirectional rate of 1.75 Mbytes/s or a bidirectional rate of 2.5 Mbytes/s. Four links per transputer produce a 10-Mbyte/s rate. The basic idea of this model is to use excess parallelism to hide the latency in the data transfer. For very short messages, a lower transfer rate is possible because most of the time spent in the communication occurs in the processor cycles upon initializing a data transfer. However, the communication can take advantage of a large message transfer when the processor's initialization time is trivial (compared with the data transfer time used by the DMA data links).

Experimental results on a Topology 1000 with the DMA data links show improvement in communication efficiency. The communication speed of the Topology 1000 is much higher than on the Intel iPSC/1 and Ncube/10, although all three multiprocessing systems use general store-and-forward techniques.

**Comparing the two topologies.** The Ncube and both iPSC systems use the hypercube interconnection topology. The Ametek 2010 uses a 2D grid as the interprocessor connecting topology. We can compare these two network topologies in terms of the communication efficiency.

We can make a hypercube of arbitrary dimension by using a linear arrangement with connecting wires. We obtain the cube of each dimension by replicating the one in the next lower dimension and then connecting corresponding nodes. For example, directly connecting two nodes labeled 0 and 1 between the two nodes gives us a one-dimensional hypercube ($2^1$). We make a 2D hypercube by duplicating the bisection, or the 1D hypercube, by directly connecting the corresponding node of each bisection together. Adding a high-order bit to the node number sets it to 0 for the lower order bisection and 1 for the other. We construct the higher dimensional hypercube by further connecting the bisections of the hypercube. As Figure 1a shows, each processor in a hypercube connects to all other processors whose binary tags differ by exactly one bit. We can make a hypercube of arbitrary dimension by using a linear arrangement with connecting wires, as shown in Figure 1b.

We can make a channel that physically links two directly connected nodes from a bundle of wires consisting of data bits and any necessary control bits. We need $N/2$ channels across the bisection to construct a hypercube, where $N$ is number of nodes in the hypercube. However, using the same method to construct a 2D grid requires $O(N^2)$ channels across the bisection, where $N$ is the number of nodes in the 2D grid. We can determine the maximum distance between a pair of nodes.
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*Figure 1. Construction of a hypercube.*
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nodes in a hypercube if we know the dimension of the hypercube, or \( \log_2(N) \). The same factor in a 2D grid is \( O(\sqrt{N}) \), which increases faster than \( \log_2(N) \).

Recall that the communication latency is dependent on the channel width, distance (number of hops), and size of the message. The network latency in the wormhole model precisely equals the time it takes the head of a message to enter the network at the source and the tail to emerge at the destination:

\[
T_{\text{net}} = t_h N + (K/B)
\]

Here, \( T_h \) is the delay of the individual routing nodes encountered on the path, \( H \) is the number of hops needed in passing messages, and \( K/B \) is the time required for a message of size \( K \) to pass through the channels of bandwidth \( B \).

In lower dimensional hypercube topology, the number of hops increases, but so does the channel width. The optimization to minimize latency simply minimizes Equation 5. In this equation, higher dimensional networks reduce the first term at the expense of the second, while lower dimensional networks reduce the second term at the expense of the first. The 2D grid has \( O(\sqrt{N}) \) times more wires per channel for a fixed number \( N \) of nodes than an equivalent \( N \)-node topology. The following numerical comparisons indicate the advantage of lower latency in the 2D grid network. Assume the routing delay \( T_r \) in both the hypercube and 2D grid networks is identical. We can express the time needed to send a message with \( K \) bytes between a pair of nodes in the maximum distance \( \log_2(N) \) in the hypercube with \( N \) nodes as:

\[
T_{\text{net}} = T_h \log_2(N) + (K/B)
\]

We express the same timing factor in the 2D grid network of \( N \) nodes to send a \( K \)-size message differently, since the bandwidth in each channel is \( O(\sqrt{N}) \) times wider, and the maximum distance \( O(\sqrt{N}) \) is also a faster-increasing function:

\[
T_{\text{net}} = T_r O(\sqrt{N}) + \frac{K}{O(\sqrt{N})B}
\]

We derive the ratio of \( T_{\text{net}}/T_{\text{net}} \) by

\[
R = O(\sqrt{N}) \frac{t_h N + (K/B)}{T_r N + T_h}
\]

where \( T_r = K/B \).

---
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The second term $K/\beta$ of Equation 5 dominates the network latency for all but very short messages in the second-generation multicomputers. For example, in one implementation conducted by the California Institute of Technology, the routing delay in one node $T_p$ was 80 nanoseconds. Even the fast bandwidth of the Ametek 2010-$B = 20$ Mbytes/s needed to transfer a 160-byte message—would take 8 microseconds, which is 100 times longer than $T_p$. When $K$ is reasonably large, $T_p$ may be ignored, and the ratio $R$ of Equation 8 is $O(N)$. That is, the communication latency in a 2D grid network may be reduced up to $O(N)$ times over a hypercube network.

In summary, given a constant bisection width, the 2D grid network produces lower latency and higher throughput than a higher dimensional hypercube. Mainly, fewer channels contribute to the bisection, which permits each channel to be made wider. On the other hand, the throughput is bounded by allowing more channels crossing the bisection in a higher dimensional hypercube.

---

**A transputer is a good candidate for constructing a 2D grid network.**

The Topology 1000 provides hardware reconfigurability of the network topology under software control through the use of the Inmos C004 link crossbar adapter. Thus, a user can define an interprocessor communication topology, and the hardware and software can implement it. Since each transputer has four links to connect with other transputers in the network, a transputer becomes a good candidate for constructing a 2D grid network. We can achieve full connectivity or high connectivity in a lower dimensional topology with a small number of nodes and construct a 4D hypercube by connecting 16 transputers properly.

However, we cannot build higher dimensional hypercubes out of transputers exclusively since they are limited to four links per node, and hypercubes of five or more dimensions require five or more links per node. Such topologies are possible with the addition of hardware link switches such as the Inmos C004 crossbar adapter used in the Topologix system. Performance losses occur with the use of such switches, however.

**The experiment**

A distributed-memory multicomputer is a collection of processors or nodes connected by a communication network. Thus, the basic communication timing test for distributed-memory multicomputers requires measurement of the time required to transmit a message packet from one node to its nearest neighbor. This test, also known as an echo test, directs a test node to send a message to an echo node that is directly connected to the test node. The echo node receives the message and sends it back to the test node. We can express the interprocessor communication time required to transmit a message between two directly connected nodes as:

\[ T_{\text{comm}} = \alpha + \beta K \]

where $K$ is the number of bytes contained in the message. Here, $\alpha$ equals the overhead or the start-up time for sending a packet in microseconds, and $\beta$ equals the bandwidth of the communication channel (microseconds/byte). The experiment used different sizes of message packets and a least square fit to approximate $\alpha$ and $\beta$. Table 2 reproduced from Zhang and Bemelgian lists the $\alpha$s and $\beta$s of the five types of multicomputers.

Since multiple-hop communications occur more often in most applications on a multiprocessor system, the one-hop communication measurements do not let us sufficiently evaluate the performance of the interprocessor communication. For this reason, we constructed a comprehensive experiment to measure the overall communication performance on a multiprocessor system for a given topology network.

In the experiment, a test node sent $n$ messages to and received $n$ messages from all nodes in the network. We measured the time it took for a test node to send a message to every node in the network and return. We repeated this process $p$ times and continued the whole process until every node had become the test node. We obtained the average communication time in the network from the $p$ timing measures, where $p$ is number of processors in the network. We chose the message size from a minimum of 1 byte to a maximum of 8 Kbytes. The communication distances in this experiment range from a minimum zero hop (a node to itself) to a maximum $H_{\text{max}}$ hops. $H_{\text{max}} = n$, for an $n$-dimensional hypercube topology, and $H_{\text{max}} = O(N)$, for an $N$-node 2D grid topology.

---

**Table 2. Alphas and betas (in microseconds/byte) for one-hop communication.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiprocessor</th>
<th>$\alpha$ (in microseconds)</th>
<th>$\beta$ (in microseconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iPSC/1</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPSC/2</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>$2.30 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ncube/10</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ametek 2010</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>$1.01 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topology 1000</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>$1.02 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 2 charts the average communication time for different message sizes on different types of multiprocessors. The iPSC/1, iPSC/2, and Topology 1000 have a hypercube topology, and the Ametek 2010 has 2D grid topology. The results of the experiment showed that communication timing differences are very close to the results predicted earlier by the latency models. For example, Equation 4 predicted the iPSC/1 and iPSC/2 communication latency ratio for a 16-node system to be 12.8. The experiment’s results in Figure 2 also show that the timing ratio was more than 10.

To show that the communication latency of the wormhole model exhibits little sensitivity to message distance, we conducted another experiment on the five types of multiprocessors. In this experiment we fixed the message size, let the communication time become the function of the distance, and set the number of hops as $H$. We ran this experiment with message-packet sizes of 1 Kbytes to 8 Kbytes and used the average timing value from eight runs as the measure to cover a wide range of message sizes. Figure 3 describes this timing function based on the experimental data.

The experiment’s results clearly show the performance difference of the interprocessor communication between the first-generation multiprocessor systems and the second-generation distributed multiprocessor systems. The traditional store-and-forward technique for interprocessor communication greatly limits the communication speed among the processors. In addition, the processors of the first-generation multiprocessing systems are not very powerful, which is another major reason communication proceeds slowly in these systems.

To transfer a message in a store-and-forward network, such as the iPSC/1 or the Ncube/10, the processor must move each byte of data through its own memory, thus consuming both storage bandwidth and computing cycles in the routing nodes. The Intel iPSC/2 uses more powerful processors and, more importantly, uses direct switches as the interprocessor connections. Thus, the communication performance is greatly improved over that of the iPSC/1 and the Ncube/10.

The Topology 1000’s high-performance interprocessor communication occurs especially when the number of processors in the network is not very large and the message size is not too small. The four links of each transputer, which may create more hops and a lower number of direct connections for a large number of transputer networks, limit the inter-transputer connectivity. The DMA data links in the multiple-transputer system play an important role in transferring data at high speeds. However, as the graph in Figure 3 shows, the communication latency of the Topology 1000 is more sensitive than are the iPSC/2 and Ametek 2010 when the number of hops increases. The Topology 1000 uses the store-and-forward model, after all. We obtained the timing results from a 16-node hypercube network on both the iPSC system and the Topology 1000. Finally, the point-to-point communication established on the Ametek 2010, which contains a powerful mesh routing chip on each node, produces the best interprocessor communication performance among the five multiprocessor architectures.

**The wormhole routing model** greatly reduces communication latency and is no longer sensitive to the distance involved in passing messages. In addition, the high-data bandwidth and high-speed nodes of the second-generation multiprocessors such as the iPSC/2 and Ametek 2010 increase communication speed. The Topology 1000 interprocessor communication may perform at a rate similar to that of the iPSC/2 and Ametek 2010 on a medium-
size network since the system takes advantage of the high-speed transputer data links. The 2D grid topology is a more efficient structure than a higher dimensional hypercube topology in terms of reducing communication latency, as long as the routing delay in each node is small, such as the one in the second-generation multicomputers.
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